Arens regularity has been most studied in the context of Banach algebras, that is when A = B = C and the map /, the multiplication, is associative. Then f u f 2 ^e also associative: the second dual of a Banach algebra is-in two ways^-a Banach algebra (see the survey article [6] ). In this paper we shall discuss two new concepts of regularity, local regularity and pointwise regularity, for some very general measure algebras. We now introduce these.
Let A" be a locally compact Hausdorff space and Wt(X) its space of bounded regular measures with its usual norm, and let $R P (X) be the subset consisting of probability measures. We shall say that SD^A") has a general measure multiplication if there is a bilinear associative map m: Tt(X)xm(X)-^Tt (X) such that if / A ,ve3K p (A r ) then m(ji, v) e M P (X). We shall write /*v for m(/i., v). A subalgebra 2 of VR(X) which is an L-space, that is n e £ and |V|«|JA| imply ve£, will be called a general measure algebra on X. These measure algebras are more general than hypergroups (see [9] or [7] ) and than J. L. Taylor's convolution measure algebras [13] .
The support, supp 2, of 2 is defined by supp2 = cl( U supp/i). For any open subset U of X we write S-u = {pi e 2: supp /t £ U}. This is non-trivial if U meets supp 2, and is a subspace of 2. We say that 2 is locally Arens regular at (x, v) e supp 2 X supp 2 if there are open neighbourhoods U of x and V of v such that m: 2[/X2 v^2 is regular. Of course 2** is a subspace of 2**, and the two extensions of m in question are just the restrictions of m x and m 2 to 2** X 2**. If A' is compact then, because of finite covering properties, we are not surprised to find that local regularity at every point implies regularity. We shall, however, obtain a more remarkable result. For any locally compact X and any x e X write 2** = Pi {2**: U is an open neighbourhood of x}, and call 2** the fibre of 2** over x. (Of course, 2** may be the second dual of no space, and £** D 2 is usually {0}.) We shall say that 2 is pointwise Arens regular at (x, v) e supp 2 X supp 2 if the restrictions of m, and m 2 to 2**x2** coincide. Theorem 2.4 shows that, for X compact, pointwise regularity at every pair of points implies regularity.
The usual criteria cited for Arens regularity involve iterated limit conditions. The continuous bilinear map / is regular if and only if, whenever ((*") and (v n ) are bounded sequences for which the two iterated limits limlim/0t m , v n ), lim lim/(/i. m , v n ) m n n m both exist, then these limits are equal. We give in Theorem 2.3 an iterated limit formulation of pointwise regularity, though only for first countable spaces is this in terms of sequences. The most studied measure algebra of all is the group algebra L l (G) of a locally compact group G. There are basically two ways in which this algebra can be shown to be not regular. One is "global", and involves looking at the algebra-or rather its dual-as a whole (see for example [14] ). The other is "local" and, at least for metrizable groups, is in essence proving that L}(G) is not regular at (e, e) where e is the identity of G (see [17] ). We shall adopt the latter approach in showing that general measure algebras which have weak* separately continuous multiplications and have identities in their supports-in a sense made precise in Theorem 3.1-are not regular.
Poinrwisc regularity
We should first show that we are indeed dealing with Banach algebras and that the objects of our study are plentiful. PROPOSITION 
2.1.
(i) A general measure multiplication on 3Jl(X) makes it a Banach algebra.
(ii) // 2R(X) has a general measure multiplication and fi' « ft, v' « v in 3R(X) with /*, v > 0, then n'v' «fiv.
(iii) Let /x e %R p (X) and let a n E (0, °°) for each n with 2 a n < ». Put Proof, (i) Because $R P (X) is closed under multiplication, so is its circled convex hull, the unit ball of %R(X). Thus multiplication in Tt(X) is a bilinear map of norm 1.
(ii) Since multiplication sends
Let n,vzWl p (X) and let y.'«ix, fx' e Wft^X), n'^0. We can write n'=f-yL, with / e L^/LI), /5*0. By taking / n = min{w, f), we obtain measures \i' n =f n -\x. with fi' n -* fi' and 0 =£ yJ n « nfi, for each neN. Then
, and /i.'v«/i,v. Now (ii) follows easily, since any measure absolutely continuous with respect to fi is a linear combination of positive ones.
(iii) It is easy to see that A 2 « A, so L'(A) is a general measure algebra from (ii).
(iv) With the weak* topology a(Tl(X), C(X)), $R P (X) is a compact semigroup with multiplication continuous in one variable, so it contains an idempotent A ([4], Theorem 13.11). As in (iii), L'(A) is an algebra.
We now consider the fibres fi**. If (^. a ) is a net in $R(X), we shall write supp/i, Q -»x if for each neighbourhood U of x there is a 0 such that supp/i a ct/ when a>a 0 . It comes to the same thing to say that U p> a supp fi a is relatively compact for a sufficiently large and ricifu supp/ifl) = For any general measure algebra fi on A" we also write 17 for the natural map of C 0 (X) into fi* and then 17* denotes the adjoint mapping from fi** to CoW* = W(X). (ii) Let F e 2** be positive and let x e supp 2. Then F e 2** if and only if supp TJ *(/•") = {x}.
Proof, (i) If F is such a limit, then it is easy to see that F e 2** for each open neighbourhood U of x, so that F e 2**. Conversely, if F E 2** c 2** for each open neighbourhood U of x, then for each weak* neighbourhood W of F we can find VL W ,U e W D 2^. The net (MWM/). directed in the obvious way, is the one we are seeking.
(ii) The map 17* is weak* to weak* continuous, being an adjoint, so that if F e 2** and therefore F = >v*-lim fi a for some net (fi a ) with supp/i a -»x, then Tj*(F) = H>*-limTj*(/A a ) = >v*-lim 7j*(/A a ) = w*-lim/x Q = kS x for some scalar k. Conversely, suppose supp r)*(F) = {X). Take (^t a ) in 2 with n a >0 and F = H>*-lim/j. a . Choose a n >a"" 1 ()3 n _ 1 ) such that supp^a£t/ n for a5*a,, and hmf(fi a Vp)> a-for a^a n . Then for a 3= a,, choose P"(a)^/?"_! such that for /3>/3"(a) we have f(fi a v p )>a-. n Then choose ft, 3= /3"(a n ) such that for /3 3= 0 n both supp v^ g V n and lim/(/A a Vp)<6+-Next for j3 3 0 n choose a"(/3)3=a n such that for A standard diagonalization process will now replace the sequences (fi am ), iy&J by subsequences for which all the iterated limits exist, and that completes the proof.
We now come to the main result of this section. Proof. We show that if U,V are any open neighbourhoods of x,y respectively with U,V compact, then the multiplication map m: 2^ x 2 V -»2 is regular if it is pointwise regular. Once this is done, the rest of the proof is trivial.
The dual 2J of 2^ is an M-space and is isomorphic with C(n a ) for some compact Hausdorff space fi^. Let tf>u: fly-* 0 be the restriction to n v of the adjoint of the inclusion map C{U) £ 2J. For w e il v we can find a net (/i a ) of probability measures in Z v such that supp fi a -> <£t/(o>) and fi a -»a) (weak*). From Proposition 2.2 we see that w e 2** where x = <)>u(<o). We also take fefiy and find (v p ) in 2 V with supp v fi -» <f>v(r) and V P -*T (weak*). We can identify the second dual, 2*,*, with the dual of C(£lu), that is with TUQu), the space of regular bounded measures on fly.
The map m has two Arens extensions m u m 2 to 2Jr*x2**. For F E 2*,*, G e 2*.*, write FG = OT,(f, G), F • G = m 2 (F, G). Then FG is weak* continuous in F for fixed G, while F • G is weak* continuous in G for fixed F. Now the hypothesis of pointwise regularity asserts that for a> e Q. Ut refl v we have O>T = <u • T SO that {w, r)-> wr is weak* separately continuous on toy X fV This provides us with a third bilinear map on 2*,* x 2*,*, now considered as 2K(Qt/) x 2Tf(Q v ), via
(F * C,/> = | J (wT,f)dG(T)dF(w), (f s 2*) and this is separately continuous in the weak* topology ([4], Example 2.2.12).
We show that FG = F * G. This is certainly true for F = o> e fty, G = T e £V Using bilinearity, it holds for F,G in the linear spans of Q.u,£l v respectively. But the space of measures of finite support is weak* dense in SK(Qy), so using the weak* continuity of FG and F * G in F we **** FG = F*G holds for all F e 2**, G e span (ftv)-In particular we find fxG = /A * G for y. 6 2^,, G e span (£V)-But for /JL e 2^, both /xG and pi • G are weak* continuous in G, so the last identity holds for all G e 2**. Thus in particular flV = ft * V for all /A E 2[/, v E 2y We now have two bilinear maps FG, F * G on 2** X 2** which coincide on 2u X 2^, which are continuous in F, and which are continuous in G when F is fixed in 2^. These two must coincide.
By symmetry F • G = F * G, and Arens regularity follows. Then also /xv(l-^1)<| and n^step. Suppose x n _!, l/ n _ a , W^, tp n -U U' n -U w;_, chosen. Choose *" e W^,_i H supp 2 with x n ¥>e (this is possible since e is not isolated in supp 2).
Choose disjoint compact neighbourhoods U n of x n , W n of e with Choose <p n e C Q (X) with 0 « ^ « 1, *l> n (x n ) = 1, ^ = 0 off !/". Using weak* joint continuity at both (8 e , S Xm ) and (8 X|< , 6 e ), find neighbourhoods U' n of x n , W; of e with {/; c W n V/"' n c W n such" that when /*,v e 5K P (^) and Now fox each n take any fi n e 'SRpiX) n 2 with supp y. n g U' n . This is possible since x n e supp 2, U' n is a neighbourhood of x n , and 2 is an L-space. We shall consider the iterated limits of the double sequence with terms Hence, when m^n, Proof. It is easy to see that if the neighbourhoods (W n ) constructed in the proof of the Theorem can be chosen to be a base of neighbourhoods of e then we can conclude that 2 is not regular at (e, e).
Whether in general the algebra 2 is necessarily not regular at {e, e) under the conditions of Theorem 3.1 we do not know.
Examples
In this section we present examples which either comment on our results or indicate their limits. All our conclusions above suggest that general measure algebras are usually not regular, so we begin by pointing out that regular measure algebras do exist. Naturally there are trivial cases; if G is finite then L}(G) is finite dimensional and so regular. Construction. Let G be an infinite compact group. Let * denote the usual convolution in V(G). Take a fixed £ e Lj, (G) .
If + also denotes the first Arens multiplication in the second dual of (L\G), *), then we know that L\G) is an ideal in L\G)** as G is compact [8] . It is then easy to see that the first Arens product in O(G)** with our new multiplication is given by
FG = F*€ + G {F,G e L\G)**).
If o is the second Arens product in the second dual of (L\G), •) then because the two products coincide if one element is in L}(G) we find
This yields that L}(G) with the new multiplication is regular.
The last example illustrates that regularity is not simply a question of Banach space geometry (see also [2] , Theorem 8, for the regularity of /] under certain multiplications).
Next we show that the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 is not satisfied by all general measure algebras. This same example shows that not all general measure algebras are hypergroups (in the senses of [9] (where S \a n \ < °°). Note that i// is an isometry but is not weak* continuous (8 Vn -+ S Q in 2R(A) but H8 Vn ) = S 1/(n+1)^4 5j = ip (8 0 )). We let * be the convolution arising from the product min in S; so 8u m * 8 Vm = SninivmMny Then define a product fiv for /i,ve 3K(A r ) by
It is easy to check that the product of three measures A,/A,V in any order satisfies (Afiv) A = 0, (A^v) B = 0, (\/xv) z = A(l)^.(l)v(l), so that multiplication is associative. Also, fiv is a probability measure if ft and v are, so we have a general measure algebra. But ptn->^v is not weak* continuous, since ip is not.
For the usual group algebras, non-regularity at one point implies non-regularity at all others. The situation is different for general measure algebras.
EXAMPLE. 4.3. There is a general measure algebra with identity on a compact space which is not regular only at the pair (e, e).
Construction. Let the one-point compactification of the positive integers X = {1, 2, 3,..., <*>} be given the semigroup multiplication min (xy = min ({x, y}). Then e = » is an identity. Since X has jointly continuous multiplication, its measure algebra %R(X), with its usual convolution, is jointly continuous in the weak* topology. By Corollary 3.2, 3W(A r ) is not regular at (°°, oo) ( but it is easy to see that it is regular at every point (x, y) for which either x or y is isolated.
